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On
Direct Decomposition of the Space A(1Z)
U. Kãhler

Abstract. A direct decomposition of the space £(l) is obtained as a generalization of the
orthogonal decomposition of the space £2(), where one of the subspaces is the space of all
monogenic £-functions. Basic results about the orthogonal decomposition are carried over to
this more general context. In the end a boundary value problem of the Stokes equations will
be studied by a method based on this direct decomposition.
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1. Introduction
One of the most interesting facts of complex and hypercomplex function theory is the
orthogonal decomposition of the space r2(c):
=

(1)

where ker D(l) denotes the set of all holomorphic resp. monogenic functions over
Q. This decomposition has a lot of applications, especially to the theory of partial
differential equations (e.g. [3] for the complex case and [6) for the hypercomplex case).
In the second paper the authors use this orthogonal decomposition to study boundary
value problems of mathematical physics over bounded domains in the scale of Hilbert
spaces W(Q) in a self-contained theory. This was extended in [1, 5, 7] to the case
of unbounded domains. But, a lot of applications, like investigations of Navier-Stokes
equations in higher dimensions, require the usage of the scales of Banach spaces W, (Q),
where we do not have an orthogonal decomposition.
The aim of this paper is to extend the orthogonal decomposition (i) to the spaces
L(Q) (i <p < cx) in form of a direct decomposition in the hypercomplex case, c.f. in
the case of Clifford analysis. In the latter part, we show the easy applicability of this
direct decomposition with the example of a Stokes system.
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2. Preliminaries
Let e 1 ,... , e be an orthonormal basis of R'. The Clifford algebra Ceo , is the free
algebra over R'1 generated modulo the relation
= —IxI2eo

where e 0 is the identity of Cto,. For the algebra C4, we have the anticommutative
relationship
e1e3 + e,e 1 = — 2813e0,

where ö,, is the Kronecker symbol. In the following we will identify the Euclidean space
R n with A'CeO,n, the space of all vectors of C4,. This means that each element x of
R n may be represented by
X =

From an analysis viewpoint one extremely crucial property of the algebra CfO,n is that
each non-zero vector x E R n has a multiplicative inverse given by-' . Up to a sign
this inverse corresponds to the Kelvin inverse of a vector in Euclidean space.
For all what follows let ci C R be a bounded domain with a sufficiently smooth
boundary r = ôci. Then any function f: ci has a representation f = > A eAfA
with R-valued components fA• Thus notations f E Ck(ci,Ceo,) (k E N U {0}) and
I E £(Q, Co , ) (1 p) might be understood both coordinatewisely and directly.
For instance, f E £(ci,C 0 ) means that {fk} C 4,(ci,R) or, equivalently, that
f, If(x)Pdx < oo. All these sets are Ce 0 -bi-modules. £ 2 (S2, Ct0, ) can be converted
into a Hilbert CEO ,n -module, namely, an inner product can be defined as
(f, g ) :=jf(x).g(x)dx

and thus £ 2 (Q, C O3 ) becomes a right Co,-module.
In the following we use the short notation £(Q), Ck(ci), etc., instead of £,,(ci, C4,),

Ck(ci,

8
We now introduce the Dirac operator D = >,7'
This operator is a hypercomplex analogue to the complex Cauchy-Riemann operator. In particular, we have
D2 = -, where A is the Laplacian over R 7'. A function 1: ci C O37' is said to be
left-monogenic if it satisfies the equation (Df)(x) = 0 for each x E Q. A similar definition can be given for right-monogenic functions. Basic properties of the Dirac operator
and left-monogenic functions one can find in [2, 6].
An important example of a left-monogenic function is the so-called generalized
Cauchy kernel
1 —x
wIxI7'

where w denotes the surface area of the unit ball in R 7'. This function is a fundamental
solution of the Dirac operator which we can use to introduce the following integral
operators.
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Definition 1. Let us denote by a(y) the outward pointing normal vector to
For fEC°'()(O<fi<1)wehave
the Teodorescu transform (or T-operator)
Tf(x)

841

r

at

= Je(x —y)f(y)dQ,

the boundary operator Fr
Fr 1(x)

J e(x - ( )
y)

y f( y ) dry

with x r, and
• the singular integral operator Sr
5 1( x ) 2

Jr

e(x -

y)a(y)f(y) dry

where x E r.
These integral operators have the following mapping properties in scales of Sobolev
spaces (kENU{O},1<p<oo):
• T:WZ)—W'(1l)
• F : w''(r)

• Sr £(r)

For the proof we refer to [6].
In this paper we need an additional mapping property for the T-operator.
Theorem 1.

The operator
T: WP-1 (Q)

i-

£(Q)

(1 <p

<

cc)

Z3 bounded.

Proof. Based on the fact that this operator is defined by the acting of its symbol
to the Fourier transform of the function, the usual way for the proof would be the
investigation of the symbol, i.e. the Fourier transform of the kernel, but here we use
another way. This idea is more suitable for us due to the fact that our function spaces
are modules, and it demonstrates the way one can work directly with this kind of spaces.
Each element f € W'(1Z) has a representation in the form
Jr = fo +>ôkfk

with fo,

1k € £,,().

If we choose
-

VVO+ôkVk
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with vo,vk E C000 (l), then we can consider

= fe(x - y)v(y)d1.

Tv

We have
Tv

= In e(x - y) (vo() +
=f

OkVk(Y))dQY

e(x - y)vo(y)dTl +

ake(x - y)vk(y)

The integrals fo ak C(x — Y)Vk (y)dQ y are strongly singular integrals of Calderon- Zygmund
type for all k [6], i.e.
lI Tv II 9 ()

II

e(x - y)vo(y)dll

n
C0 v0

+ E Ilf ôke(x - y)v(y)d
k=i

IIAC P ( 0 )

+
k=I

where C k (k = 0,... , n) are constant. Using the density of C'°() in £,,() in the case
off E W() we get
II Tflk()

(ia Ik(n)

+E

jjfkjj'C'(n)

for any arbitrary representation off. From this I ITf I Ic ()

CIIfIIw;1 (ft) follows U

Proposition 1. Due to the fact that the Laplace operator A : 1'V,(1l)
WP '(Q) is
bounded we get that the operator D :
W'(l) is bounded because of D = —AT.
Furthermore, we have the following properties (for proofs we refer again to [61):

Theorem 2. Let f E £(Q) (1 <p < co). Then
DTI = 1,
i.e. the T-operator is a right inverse to D. In the case of f E C°'() (0 <
- If(x) for
DTI(x)_ lo
for

xE1
xERm\1l

holds.

Theorem 3 (Borel-Pompeiu formula). For I E W,(1l) (1 <p < co)
Frf+TDI =f

1)
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holds.

Theorem 4 (Plemelj-Sokhotzki formulae). Let I E W,(f) (1 < p < no). Then
trFrf = f+ Srf

and

trFrf = -f+ Srf,

where tr - denotes the trace operator in the exterior domain R \ Q.

From these Plemelj-Sokhotzki formulae we can derive the projections Pi' = I +
Sr and Qr —I +Sr. Hereby, Pc is the projection onto the space of all Ce0,,,valued functions which are left-monogenic extendable into the domain ci and Qr is the
projection onto the space of U0,,,-valued functions which are left-monogenic extendable
into the domain R n \ Ti and vanish at infinity.

3. A direct L-decomposition
As we have mentioned earlier the following theorem is proved in [6].
Theorem 5. The Hilbert module £2 (1l) allows the orthogonal decomposition
= kerD(ci) fl £2 (Q) D(W'(ci)).
The proof of this theorem is based on the existence of an inner product in L2(Q)
and the properties of the boundary projections Pr and Qr . Due to the fact that there is
no inner product in £(Q) for p 2 we cannot use the same basic ideas in our attempt
to extend the above theorem to the case of £(Q). Nevertheless, by using the fact that
the Dirichiet problem of the Poisson equation with homogeneous boundary data
—Au =f in Q
u=O onr

for f E W(Q) (1 <p < no) has a unique solution [9], whereby the solution operator
will be denoted with L 1 , we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6. The space £(Q) (1 <p < no) allows the direct decomposition
= kerD(ci) fl

£,,(ci) + D(1(ci)).

(2)

Proof. As a first step let us take a look at the intersection of the two subspaces
ker D(Q) fl £(ci) and D(W,(ci)). Suppose f E ker D(ci) fl £(ci) fl D( '(Q)). Obviously, we have DI = 0.
Moreover, because of I E D(W (ci)) there exists a function g E W, (ci) with Dg = I
and /g = 0. From the uniqueness of A o 1 we get g = 0 and, consequently, f = 0, i.e.
the intersection of these subspaces contains only the zero function. Therefore, our sum
is a direct one.
Now let I E £(Q). Then f2 = DA'Df € D(W(ci)). Let us now apply D to the
function fi
I - 12 . This results in
Df1 = Df - Df2 = Df - DDA 1 Df = Df + zA.'Df = Df - Df 0,
i.e. Df1 € kerD(ci) fl £,(Q). Because I E £(ci) was arbitrary chosen (2) is a decomposition of the space £(Q) I
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Starting from this decomposition we get the projections
P: £(1) kerD fl £()
Q: £()

D((1l)).

For p = 2 these are orthoprojections.
Now of interest is the question about representation formulae of our projections.
Directly from our proof of decomposition (2) we get
Qf = D AO
An interesting aspect is that this representation is independent of p. Because of £q(Q) C
for q ^ p this means that Q as well as P maps the subset £q() of £(l) into
itself. Later on we will get other representations of P and Q, but now let us take a look
at the applications of this direct decomposition.
£,,(l)

4. Applications
As a first application we can derive a very interesting property of our T-operator.
Theorem 7. Let f E £,(ul) (1 < p < oc), then trTf = 0 holds if and only if
belongs to the space imQ.
Proof. If

f

f

f = Du. From the Borel= Fru + TDu = TDu = Tf. Because of u E W(Q) we

E imQ, then there exists u E W,(l) with

Pompeiu formula we know u

have trTf = 0.
Now, let trTf = 0. Using our projections we can decompose f = Pf +
Qf . This
results in tr TPf + tr TQf = 0. As we have previously shown, always tr TQf = 0 holds.
Therefore, tr TPf = 0. Moreover, TPJ is harmonic and, due to the uniqueness of the
Dirichlet problem of the Laplace equation, equals zero. Applying the Dirac operator D
we get 0 = DTPJ = Pf, i.e. f € imQI
The basic ideas of this proof one can find already in [6], were the case of p = 2 was
proved.
As we mentioned before, in [6] the orthogonal decomposition (1) is used to solve
boundary value problems of mathematical physics. We will illustrate the same applicability of our direct decomposition with the example of a Stokes system.
As a first step we have to take a closer look to the Dirichlet problem of the Poisson
equation. From [9] we know that the problem
—Au =f in Q
u=0

I

has a unique solution for f € W'(d) (1 < q < oc). This solution can be represented
in the form u = TQTf, i.e. we get the identity A O 1 f TQTf. Therefore, we get for
the general problem
—Lu=f indl
u=g

I
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with I E W" (Q) and g E W() (k > —1,1 < q < co) the representation
u = Fr g + TPDh + TQTI,

where h is a W 2 -extension of g into the domain Q. The proof is the same as in [6]
for the case q 2.
With the help of this representation we can prove the following

Theorem 8.

Suppose k E N and 1 <q < oo. Then

k_I
trTFr: Wq 9(r)nimF-Wqq (r)nimQp

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Obviously,
k+1-1 ()

(trTF)(Wqq (1)) C Wq

Let us first show that kertrTF = {O}. For this we suppose v E W i (r)flimP. with
tr TFrv = 0. Because of DDTFv = 0 we get from the uniqueness of the solution of
the Dirichiet problem of the Laplace equation TFr'v = 0. The operator T has only a
trivial kernel, i.e. Fry =0, and due to v E imPr we have v = 0.
Now, let w E im Qr, i.e. w = Qr v. From the representation of the solution of the
boundary value problem
DDu=0 mc)
u=w oni'

we obtain u = Frw + TPDh, where h is a W 2 -extension of w in c). Because of w E
imQr, it follows Fr w = 0 and TPDh = TFPDh. Therefore, we have w E imtrTFr.
From the proved injectivity and surjectivity of the mapping tr TFr we get our
statement U
The above used idea of generalizing the corresponding proof in the case of W())
to the case of W(Q) (1 <p < oo) was already outlined in [6].
As a proposition from this theorem we get for our projection P the representation
P1 = Fr(trTFr)trTf
for f E Wk (Q) (k E N, 1 < q < oo). In the case of q = 2 this representation is proved
in [6].
Now, let us take a look at our example. We consider the system
—Au + 1 Dp=f in Q

(3)

in Q

(4)

77

77

ScDu=0

u=0 on

r.

(5)

This system describes the stationary flow of a homogeneous viscuous incompressible
fluid for small Reynold numbers. Hereby, u is the velocity, p the pressure, p the density,
and 77 the viscosity of the fluid.
In the case of q = 2 this system is investigated in [6], but in these investigations
orthogonality conditions are widely used, which make a direct translation to our case
impossible. Nevertheless, let us start our investigations with the following
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I

Lemma 1. Suppose E W'(c) and p E £q(cl) (1 < q <
solution of system (3) - (5) we have the representation
u

=

17

no).

Then for each

TQTf - TQp.
17

Proof. Let P. E Wq'(c) with p'. - pin
we get

L

g (cl). Using the Borel-Pompeiu formula

TQT(Dp1.) = TQ(p1. - Frpn) = TQp1..
From the density of W (il) in £ q (f), TQTDp = TQp follows. Therefore, for
u E W (Q)
and p E Cq(c) we have
TQT(!J) TQT(DDu + Dp) = u + .TQp

17

77

whereas u =

71 TQTJ - TQp follows U
This result means that our system (3) - (5) is equivalent to the system
u+ 1 TQp= . TQTf
77
77
1 ScQp=ScQTf
77
77

(6)
(7)

whereby D applied to the first equation results in
Du+ !Qp= PQTf.
77

77

I

For solving our problem it is enough to consider system (6) - (7).
Suppose E W,(cl)flkerdiv, E W(l) and pE £ q (l,R) (1< q <no). First,
let us consider the question if the sum in the above equation represents a direct sum.
Hereby, it follows from Du = Qp that Sc Qp = 0 holds, because of Qp = Dv with
v E )V(1l) and Sc Du = 0. Therefore, it means that u = 0 and p = 0, i.e. Du + Qp is
a direct sum, which is a subset of imQ.
Therefore, the question is: Does a functional H E (r q (Il) fl imQ)' with H(Du) = 0
and H(Qp) = 0, but H(QTf) 5k 0, exists?
Equivalently, one can ask if there exists h E W'(cl) ( + = 1) such that
(Du,QTh)s = 0

0

(Qp , QTh)sc

for all U E Wq'(cZ) fl kerdiv
for all p e

but (QTI, QTh)s c 56 0, whereby
(w, v)s = Sc j 7iivd
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with w E £q() and v E rr(cl) ( + 1 = 1)? Hereby, we are using that (Cq()flimQ)' =
£r(l) fl imQ ( + = 1) holds.
Let us now consider the system

fl kerdiv

(Du, QTh)s = 0

for all u E Wql

(Qp, QTh)s = 0

for all p E £q(, R)

with h E W(1l). Here
(Du,QTh)s = (u,DQTh)s = (u,h)s = 0

holds. From this h = grad g = Dg with g E £r(1l, R) follows (c.f. [4: Chapter
Ill/Lemma 1.11). Furthermore, we have

(Qp, QTh)s = (Q p, QTDg)sc = (Qp , Q(g - Frg))s = (Q p , Q g )sc = 0
for all p E £q(, R). Therefore, Qg = 0 as well as h = DQg = 0 and we get
(QTI, QTh)s = 0

for all f E

The conclusion is that we can decompose each function QTf (f E W'(), 1 <q < oc)
in the form
Du+Qp=QTf
77

with u E

77

fl kerdiv and p E £q(I,R). Moreover, applying the T-operator
u + TQp = TQTf
77

77

follows.
We are now proceed to establish the following

Theorem 9. The Stokes system (3) - (5) has a unique solution {u,p} in the form
u

+ 177 TQp = —TQTf.
'1

Hereby, the hydrostatic pressure p is unique up to a constant.

Remark 1. The uniqueness of the solution can be shown exactly in the same way

as in [6).

Now, suppose f € W() (k > 0,1 <q < oo). Then the unique solution {u,p} of
problem (3) - (5) has the representation
u = TVecTf - TVecFr(trTVec Fr) 'trTVecTf
77
77
p = pScTf - pScFr(trTVecFr)'trTVecTf.

Consequently, we have u E W 2 (cl) fl W(l) and p € W 1 (1l,R). The proof of this
representation is analogous to the proof of a similar result in [6] for the case q = 2.

Remark 2. System (3) - (5) should really be considered as an example for the
general way of treating such kind of problems by the help of our direct decomposition.
In the same way it is also possible to investigate all the other problems from [6 - 8],
like the Navier-Stokes problem, Helmholtz equation, Lamé equations, or the biharmonic
equation.
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